
F Y B A Sociology 

1. It overwhelmingly regulates the behaviour of humans, largely because humans lack the 

instincts that guide most animal behaviour 

social life 

government 

police 

people 

2. Sociology assumes that we are ------- determined 

socially 

religiously 

environmentally 

politically 

3. It is a way of seeing our own and other people’s behaviour in relationship to history and 

social structure 

imagination 

visualization 

creativity 

sociological imagination 

4. This is a philosophy which believes that super natural power dwells in inanimate object 

fetishism 

theology 

metaphysics 

monotheism 

 

5. Family members who reside together are called  

family 

house 

cottage 

households 



6. The practice of a man marrying the sister of his deceased wife is called ------- marriage 

sororate 

friendly 

emergency 

traditional 

7. Originally referring to a political assembly of citizens in ancient Athens,it  now refers to a 

congregation 

ecclesia 

community 

group 

sect 

8. It typically rejects supernatural events (prophecies, miracles and divine revelations) 

deism 

theism 

atheism 

capitalism 

9. Hunter-gatherer societies moved to a new area to find sustenance, meaning they were----  

innovative 

adventurous 

nomadic 

clever 



10. Feudal societies contained a strict hierarchical system of power based around ---- 

ownership 

land 

gold 

property 

house 

11. He defines risk society as "a systematic way of dealing with hazards and insecurities 

induced and introduced by modernisation itself 

Ulrich Beck 

Anthony Giddens 

Durkheim 

Karl Marx 

12. Cultural patterns are transmitted to individuals through---------  

social institutions 

environment 

lectures 

imitation 

13. It is the process through which people are taught to be proficient members of a society 

internalization 

socialization 

industrialization 

revolution 

14. The period of life between the onset of puberty and the full commitment to an adult social 

role 

childhood 

adolescence 



adulthood 

old age 

15. It occurs when a child learns the attitudes, values, and actions appropriate to individuals 

as members of a particular culture 

primary socialization 

secondary socialization 

tertiary socialization 

normal socialization 

16. According to Mead,the ‘me’ is the accumulated understanding of the--------- 

special other 

generalized other 

every other 

others 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


